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Welcome To My World. Doing All Those Things I Thought Iâ€™d Never Do Again. The Unfaithful

Widow is a collection of essays and fragmented thoughts on finding joy again after the loss of a

mate. A memoir of the first year alone written with warmth and laughter, no subject is taboo. From

dealing with the funeral home (Can I show your our upgraded cremation package? I looked at Miss

Death, was I booking a vacation?) to dating again (He ran in the door, looked at me and said

â€œIâ€™ve left something in my car.â€• He never returned). Sprinkle in a bevy of rescue dogs

(Finally a good nights sleep with someone new in my bed.) and those questions you hate to ask

(Condoms anyone?). A story for anyone who has suffered loss and is determined to become their

own super hero.The Unfaithful Widow will make your heart ache while tickling your ribs. A deeply

heartfelt, candid memoir about rediscovering the joy of living in the wake of death. This book is a

testament to love and the emergence of an original voice.â€• â€“Philip Nutman, critically acclaimed

author of Wet Work and award-winning screenwriter.Join Barbara as she takes you on a year's

journey to find a new life for herself after her husbandâ€™s death. Funny, endearing and full of

hope, her experiences will make you laugh, bring a tear to your eye and make you shout, "Go Girl"

as she reinvents herself as a creative single woman. More than a widow story--this tale is for

anyone rediscovering themselves...Patrice Dickey, Your Guide to the Life You Love, and the award

winning author of "Back To The Garden: Getting From Shadow To Joy."
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In her review, Audrey Frank said, "This is a book for anyone who has a void to fill in her life."That's

much too limiting.No void is necesssary, and the book is not just for females. It's a book for anyone

seeking entertainment and anyone who might benefit from inspiration to keep going. It's also for

everyone who likes dogs and soft-core dirty talk.Barbara Barth is a master (mistress?) storyteller,

with an uncanny ability to recall or recreate dialog. She is able to pluck humor from sadness. She

shows proper respect for the past without being a prisoner of the past. Barbara demonstrates

impressive resilience, strength and the ability to keep looking ahead despite widowhood, bad dates,

and the death of a dog. Her unwillingness to accept cliche roles dictated by age, custom or gender

are important lessons for everyone.I don't want to concentrate only on the insprational aspects of

the book, because it is a LOT OF FUN. I read the Kindle version on a bumpy train ride. I was tired

and woozy. A lesser book would have made me turn off my iPad. With Barbara's book, I kept

tapping to turn the electronic pages to see what happens next. The woman sitting next to me

wondered what was making me laugh and she started reading along with me. I read faster than she

did, and let her catch up before I turned the pages.Although I didn't "get" the cover illustration (it's

apparently a chick thing) and at times I thought I was overhearing a conversation that was meant

just for women (number of bras owned, evaluating a man's butt), at other times I thought Barbara

was talking directly to me.Buy the book and hear what Barbara has to say to you. You won't be

disappointed.Michael N.
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